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Highlights 
• Decentralized property propagation engine, 
•  dds-session, 
• DDS@Grid. 
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Decentralized property propagation 
• Motivation: 

•  Avoid a central storage of key-values on the commander. 
•  Reduce the amount of protocol messages and CPU load on the 

commander. 
•  Make key-value propagation engine collection-aware. 
•  Optimize overall performance of property propagations. 
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A lobby based deployment 
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DDS agents of a given 
user on one host is a 
lobby. 

A lobby automatically 
elects a leader.  

A lobby leader is the only 
agent which has a direct 
network connection to 
commander.  

All other agents are 
lobby members, 
communicating with the 
commander via the 
leader. 



Property scope 
•  Introduced a new property attribute: 

scope (global or collection) 

•  Properties with the global scope are propagated to all 
dependent tasks. 
•  Properties addressed to tasks in a different lobby are forwarded via 

DDS commander. 
•  Properties with the collection scope are propagated only to 

dependent tasks in the same collection. 
•  In this case, properties are propagated locally via DDS shared 

memory channels and the commander is not involved. 
•  Global is a default scope.  
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<property id="property_1" scope="collection" />
<property id="property_2" scope="global" /> !
<property id="property_3" /> !



Decentralized key-value propagation 
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Forwarder decides if a key-value 
message will be sent via DDS 

commander or locally. If it’s 
addressed to a task in a lobby than 

the message is sent via shared 
memory, otherwise, it’s sent via 

commander. 

•  DDS agents are 
topology-aware. 

•  Properties addressed 
to tasks in a different 
lobby are forwarded 
via commander. 

•  Properties addressed 
to tasks in the same 
lobby are propagated 
locally via DDS SHM 
channels and the 
commander is not 
involved. 



Internal performance test 
• An aggressive stress test. 
•  Tasks intensively exchange key-values. 
• Property propagation with a collection scope. 
•  24 tasks per collection (run on the same host). 
• A different number of collections in the topology from 1 to 

35 tested. 
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Test results 
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The new decentralized key-
value architecture allows a 
pure local property 
propagation without involving a 
commander.  
It shows great performance 
and scalability and doesn’t 
depend on the number of 
collections in the topology. 

Num. of collections in the topology 

New decentralized architecture. 
Keys with a collection scope are propagated locally 

Old architecture. 
 All keys are propagated via commander 
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dds-session 
•  The dds-server command has been replaced by dds-

session. 
•  The new command improves user experience and 

provides robust and more flexible user interface. 
•  It can start, stop and perform other operations on DDS 

sessions. 

• Unlike dds-server, which was a script, dds-session is a 
binary and talks DDS protocol. Therefore, it’s highly 
integrated with DDS itself. 
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DDS intercom API changes 

•  Each exited task in a topology triggers on task done event 
which is distributed to all tasks in a topology. 

•  The callback receives task ID and exit code of the exited task. 
•  This event helps users to control dependent tasks at runtime. 

For example, when one task exits or crash, task can 
invalidate properties of the exited task.  
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CIntercomService service;

// Subscribe on task done notifications
service.subscribeOnTaskDone(
   [](uint64_t _taskID, uint32_t _exitCode) {
// TODO: implement me!
}); 



DDS@Grid 
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Executable = "/alice/cern.ch/user/r/rgrosso/bin/test_DDS.sh"; 
 
Jobtag = {"comment: running a DDS test at GSI"}; 
 
TTL = "1000"; 
 
Requirements = other.CE == "ALICE::GSI::GSI_AF"; 
 
OutputArchive = 
{ 
      "log_archive:stdout,stderr,*.log@ALICE::GSI::SE2" 
}; 

Grid tests are performed by Raffaele Grosso @ GSI 

#!/bin/bash

…

dds_install_dir="/cvmfs/fairroot.gsi.de/DDS/2.2”
!
… !
!
source ${dds_install_dir}/DDS_env.sh
"${dds_install_dir}/tests/run_test_property.sh" 

JDL file 

Use standard test script of 
DDS as a Grid job.  

No modifications in the 
DDS for Grid are required.  

DDS v2.2 installation 
on cvmfs at GSI 

Each DDS session is started as a 
separate Grid job.   
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#! /usr/bin/env bash

eval location=$DDS_LOCATION
echo "DDS from this location is used ${location}"
source ${location}/DDS_env.sh

topologyFile=${DDS_LOCATION}/tests/property_test.xml
requiredNofAgents=10

echo "Starting DDS server..."
dds-session start

sessionID=$(dds-user-defaults --default-session-id)

echo "SESSION ID: ${sessionID}"

echo "Submiting agents..."
dds-submit -r localhost -n 10

dds-info --wait-for-idle-agents ${requiredNofAgents}

echo "Activating topology..."
dds-topology --disable-validation --activate ${topologyFile}

dds-info --wait-for-idle-agents ${requiredNofAgents}

echo "Getting logs..."
dds-agent-cmd getlog -a

wrkDir=$(dds-user-defaults -V --key server.work_dir)
logDir=$(eval echo "${wrkDir}/log/agents")
echo "Search for logs in: ${logDir}"

for file in $(find "${logDir}" -name "*.tar.gz"); do tar -xf ${file} -C "${logDir}" ; done

nofGoodResults=$(grep -r --include "*.log" "User task exited with status 0" "${logDir}" | wc -l)

if [ "${nofGoodResults}" -eq "${requiredNofAgents}" ]
then
  echo "-------------------------"
  echo "---=== Test passed ===---"
  echo "-------------------------"
else
  echo "Test failed: number of good results is ${nofGoodResults}, required number of good results is ${requiredNofAgents}"
fi

echo "Stoping server..."
dds-session stop ${sessionID}

exit 0 
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tasks exchanging 
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Start new DDS 
session and get 

session ID 
Submit 10 agents 

using localhost plug-in 

Activate the 
topology 

Get agent logs, 
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Future plans 
• Recover DDS session at runtime if commander crashes. 
• DDS topology engine API for users. 
• High load tests and performance optimization. 
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DDS v2.2 
• Releases - DDS v2.2 

•  http://dds.gsi.de/download.html 
• DDS Home site:  

•  http://dds.gsi.de 
• User’s Manual:  

•  http://dds.gsi.de/documentation.html 
• Continues integration:  

•  http://demac012.gsi.de:22001/waterfall 
• Source Code: 

•  https://github.com/FairRootGroup/DDS 
•  https://github.com/FairRootGroup/DDS-user-manual 
•  https://github.com/FairRootGroup/DDS-web-site 
•  https://github.com/FairRootGroup/DDS-topology-editor 
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